Designing and Developing Dynamic Decision Support Information for Disaster Response
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Abstract. Recently, Japan has been struck by extremely heavy rains and serious floods. To plan for disaster response, it is needed to consider various information such as precipitation, water level of rivers, weather forecasts, and so on. However, it requires high skill to integrate this information to utilize. Our study aims to provide the decision support information for both the national and the local governments by dynamic risk analysis to enforce disaster resilience. To demonstrate the effectiveness of disaster dynamics analysis, we have developed the “Dynamic Decision Support System for Disaster Response (DDS4D)”. DDS4D synthesizes natural observation data, social observation data, and geospatial data to provide decision support information that fits decision maker’s the situational awareness in real time. Verifying several information products generated by DDS4D in the actual flood in Japan, we confirmed that they could support decision making of government.

1 Introduction

The information sharing capability is the highest priority feature for the disaster information system. Even if the system has excellent functions, without information sharing capability, it may not perform properly in a serious disaster situation (UN-GGIM, 2017). To address this issue, we, National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED), have developed the “Shared Information Platform for Disaster Management (SIP4D)” to establish the inter-organizational common situational awareness under disaster situations (Hanashima et al., 2017). Previous studies have pointed out the importance of shared situational awareness in the coordination of the disaster response agencies (Bando and Machida, 2015; Kondo et al., 2019). Based on an extensive review of previous research, Sophronides et al. (2017) noted that shared situational awareness (SSA) is essential to prevent potential adverse effects and implement emergency response without delay in emergencies in which various organizations operate toward different goals. They also note that data acquisition from multiple sources and sharing information through network-centric systems contributes to the creation of a common operational picture which can support all the responding units to have the same understanding and awareness (shared situational awareness) of information and emergency status when conducting operations. The design concept of SP4D (Usuda et al., 2019) is to realize the above points made by Sophronides et al. as an actual system. The effectiveness of information sharing through SIP4D in establishing shared situational awareness in disaster response has been demonstrated in the actual disaster response (Ise et al., 2017).

Through our experience with SIP4D in several major disasters, we have found that shared situational awareness does not always activate to effective disaster response. In emergency situations, it is often difficult for the decision maker to process shared information, resulting in situations where information is shared but not fully utilized (Ise et al., 2022). This issue implies the need for a mechanism to assist decision makers, i.e., a decision support system, as well as shared situational awareness (Valachamy et al., 2022).

In a comprehensive review of decision support systems, Akter and Wamba (2019) state that in disaster response, a real-time data-driven analytics platform needs to be developed to prioritize urgent issues, prevent subsequent disasters, coordinate support organizations, and dispatch first responders. They also state that the major challenge is to develop a
data integration protocol that ensures proper data collection, modelling, and notification systems.

Ka Hong et al. (2020) point out in their review that most current Disaster Management Decision Support Systems (DMDSS) focus on resource management as a method of managing tasks. They also state that, therefore, future DMDSS must include the study of task complexity to increase its reliability and accuracy in advising the task performer which task should be completed first. To address these issues, Zhang et al. (2019) have developed a system that automates decision support by weighting tasks using multi-criteria decision analysis models and GIS. This research is innovative in that it focuses on supporting group decision making and collaborative problem solving by combining various social vulnerability indices and social media data, rather than technical improvements in task management.

However, it is expected that even sophisticated decision support methods will not be fully effective during the imminent and initial phases of a disaster, because it is difficult to obtain sufficient information about the disaster situation. In addition, users often lack the skills to interpret the decision support information provided by the system and reflect it in their actions. This is not a problem of system functionality, but it is an issue that must be considered in the concept of decision support.

To address these issues, a technology-driven approach alone is not sufficient. This is because a technology-driven approach tends to focus on specific technologies and tools for handling information and may neglect to consider what is critical to information for decision-making (Neuvel et al., 2012; Usuda, 2021).

Through discussions with practitioners in charge of disaster management at the Cabinet Office (CAO), we have identified the following three simple requirements for information content for decision support.

a. Bringing information closer to the interests of decision makers.

b. Match the granularity of information to the decision maker’s point of view.

c. Responding immediately to issues that arise in the field of disaster response.

We believed that by implementing a function in SIP4D to generate information that meets these requirements, the shared information should truly be useful for decision making in disaster response. To demonstrate this concept, we developed DDS4D as a proof-of-concept model and conducted a demonstration experiment using actual disaster data.

2 Fundamental design of DDS4D

Currently, information content that meets the previously mentioned requirements must be created manually. In the event of a catastrophe such as the Nankai Trough Earthquake, such a response will be impossible. Therefore, DDS4D must be able to generate the required information content without human intervention and on a regular basis.

DDS4D was designed by mapping the above three requirements to the following practical use cases.

To satisfy requirement “a”, it is necessary to generate information that integrates disaster hazard data and the extent of expected damage.

For example, heavy rainfall as a hazard is provided by SIP4D in the form of grid data, but it is difficult to determine where and how much damage will occur from this data alone. In this case, the population of residents and number of buildings in the grid where heavy rainfall is occurring should be analysed together with rainfall data to provide information on estimated inundation damage.

Furthermore, if the estimated information is provided as grid data, The decision makers would have to replace it with the administrative areas. In this case, the grid data should be aggregated and provided by the administrative districts. This is the optimization of information granularity to satisfy requirement “b”.

Finally, disaster response may require information that cannot be anticipated in advance. The 2019 Boso Peninsula typhoon caused massive power outages throughout Chiba Prefecture, requiring the identification and mapping of elderly welfare facilities that did not have their own power generation systems, but this type of information is not typically used in disaster response. To support decision making, such ad hoc information needs to be provided in a timely manner. This corresponds to requirement “c”.

3 System overview of DDS4D

3.1 Functional requirements for decision making

In designing the DDS4D proof-of-concept model, we implemented the following three features to be able to demonstrate the previously mentioned requirements.

The first is “Foresight on potential municipalities to support”. For the demonstration, DDS4D estimates damage using forecast data and estimate municipalities that should be supported. This analysis will be useful for quantitative decisions such as the number of dispatching supports. We show the example of this demonstration, supporting decisions based on Disaster Relief Act application predictions.

The second is “Nationwide, uniform, comprehensive and quantitative monitoring of abnormalities”. For the demonstration, DDS4D continuously and automatically detects municipalities where evacuation instructions have not been issued even though there is a high risk of disaster. It will prevent omissions of evacuation instructions. We show the example of this demonstration, preventing delay of issuing the evacuation instructions.
The third is “Automatic detection of municipalities that will require support changes”. For the demonstration, DDS4D detects that even if the estimated scale of damage is the same, there is a large difference in the response of basic local governments, such as the investigation of damage certification. This analysis will be utilized to detect the need to dispatch specialist staff, etc.

3.2 Architecture and functions of DDS4D

DDS4D is constructed from three sub systems, “DDS-DB”, “DDS-SY” and “DDS-VI”. The three subsystems operate autonomously and mutually collaborate with each other, triggered by data updates and user demand (see Fig. 1).

Disaster Dynamics Spatiotemporal Database, DDS-DB, is a large-size spatiotemporal database which records dynamic disaster data as time series geospatial data.

To be able to store all kinds of disaster dynamic data aggregated by SIP4D as spatiotemporal data with low latency at each update timing, DDS-DB has high-speed conversion capability for vector-type geospatial data between raster data. DDS-DB automates spatial processing between regular geospatial data and store the processing results in time series. It also has the ability to automatically generate the Representative State Transfer Application Programming Interface (REST API) for external systems to retrieve data from DDS-DB. Moreover, DDS-DB archives automatically the original data files over the medium to long term and easily restores the original data.

Disaster Dynamics Synthesizer, DDS-SY, is the agile data analysis infrastructure which operates the dynamic analysis based on the user-definable analysis scenario.

User can create and modify the scenarios according to the data processing flow. Once defined, the scenarios are automatically executed when the data are updated. The multiple spatial operations, the time-series operations, and the conditional judgments can be executed in parallel using the dynamic disaster data stored in DDS-DB as input. The processing results can be stored in DDS-DB as spatiotemporal datasets.

To provide an agile way to define a series of processes (analysis scenarios) arbitrarily by the user and automatically executed, it has simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) for creating, executing, and controlling analysis scenarios.

Disaster Dynamics Visualizer, DDS-VI, is the visualization sub-system for decision support that can draw maps and graphs in real time based on the information products created by DDS-SY. User can define the screen layout and presentation of information using GUI on their purpose.

To be able to display the DDS-VI, a web-based dashboard that lists dynamic disaster information for use by disaster response agencies, using dynamic disaster data according to an arbitrarily defined layout. To monitor updates to the data displayed in the DDS-VI and automatically update the contents of the display.

DDS-VI’s GUI should be able to seamlessly display time-series data, and link lists, maps, and graphs to time-axis operations.

4 Demonstration of decision supporting functions

4.1 Rapid Evaluation of the Disaster Relief Act

Figure 2 shows the analytic framework for demonstration of the “Rapid evaluation of the Disaster Relief Act”. This law is constituted to provide financial supports for affected municipalities and its support levels are defined based on the number of damaged households. DDS4D estimates the number of households that affected by flood and evaluates which municipalities are eligible to apply for the Disaster Relief Act. We defined the following process as the analysis scenario on DDS4D.

– Step 1: Analyze the number of buildings will be exposed heavy rainfall within the inundation hazardous areas.
– Step 2: Aggregate the number of buildings analyzed in “Step1” by municipalities.
– Step 3: Estimate the number of households will lose housings based on the result of “Step2” by applying the evaluation model.
– Step 4: Based on the result of “Step3”, evaluate which clause of the Disaster Relief Act will be applied.

If the rain fall forecast is used instead of the effective rainfall, these analytics could predict the status hours later.

DDS4D performs this scenario every 30 min.

These information products can contribute to decision making at the national level, i.e., to make a nationwide estimate of the possible damage caused by the disaster and to support local governments; at the prefectural level, to support municipalities by making a quantitative estimate of the damage at an early stage of disaster response; and at the municipal level, to decide whether to apply for the Disaster Relief Act at an appropriate time.

Figure 3 shows actual screen images of DDS-View at the heavy rain in Miyagi prefecture, 16 July 2022.

Each three map shows actual, estimated, and predicted data for local governments which are applied the Disaster Relief Act, generated by the scenario shown in Fig. 2.

At 00:30 JST (Japan standard time) on 16 July, DDS4D evaluated that Osaki City might be suffered enough damage to be covered by the Disaster Relief Act and other municipalities will be suffered in next 6 h.

At 15:00 JST on 16 July, Miyagi prefecture applied the Disaster Relief Act to Osaki city and Matsushima town. The estimation time was 14.5 h earlier than the published time the act applied. It means that the municipalities could have more
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Figure 1. System design concept of “DDS4D”. (All base maps are based on the GSI Maps published by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan).

Figure 2. Analytic framework for “Rapid evaluation of the Disaster Relief Act”. (All base maps are based on the GSI Maps published by Geospatial Information Authority of Japan).

time for preparation of disaster relief action when they refer the information products provided by DDS4D.

4.2 Demonstration of decision supporting functions

Figure 4 shows the analytic framework for demonstration of “Decision support for evacuation instruction”.

According to CAO’s evacuation information guidelines, it is recommended that municipalities issue the evacuation instruction when the sediment disaster warning information is announced. The government officers are supposed to keep track of municipalities that have been announced the sediment disaster warning information and have not yet issued the evacuation instruction and provide technical assistance as needed. However, it requires a great deal of effort to constantly check both the status of evacuation information issued by the more than 1700 municipalities nationwide and the status of sediment disaster warning information. Therefore, we have defined an analysis scenario that automatically performs this cross judgment and have DDS4D perform it every 10 min.

The decision to issue evacuation information is made by the mayor of the municipality and is not enforced by the government but detecting municipalities that are unable to decide due to a lack of information and confirming in advance whether assistance is required would be effective in preventing delays in issuing evacuation information.
The decision to issue evacuation information is made by the mayor of the municipality and is not enforced by the government, but detecting municipalities that are unable to decide due to a lack of information and confirming in advance whether assistance is needed would be effective in preventing delays in issuing evacuation information.

When Typhoon No. 14 approached Japan in 2022, DDS4D detected delays in issuing evacuation notices in 41 municipalities. It can be inferred that some decision-making problems occurred in municipalities that remained unannounced for several hours.

By using DDS4D, government emergency management personnel can be relieved of the complicated task of comparing multiple sources of information to monitor delays in issuing evacuation orders. They can then focus on assisting communities that are hesitant to issue evacuation orders.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described the design concept and a practical demonstration case of DDS4D, a decision support system for decision makers in administrative disaster response. In the DDS4D decision support demonstration during the 2022 flood season, we developed about 20 kinds of dynamic analysis scenarios and verified their effectiveness by generating information content using actual disaster data. Although the cross-judgement to support the issuance of evacuation information is still being tested by government disaster management officials and specific examples are still being collected, this decision support information was developed through collaboration between the research team and government staff, an achievement that would not have been possible without the agile analysis scenario development capabilities of DDS4D.
The results of the DDS4D demonstration were presented to disaster management personnel in the three prefectures, and interviews were conducted. As a result, the three requirements established in the DDS4D design were evaluated as appropriate to support disaster response decision making. In addition, the information products generated by DDS4D were evaluated as unique and useful as decision support information. We believe that this fact demonstrates the effectiveness of the DDS4D design philosophy, i.e., the backcasting approach of defining the requirements of the information to be generated from the decision maker’s point of view and reflecting them in the system architecture and demonstrates the originality of DDS4D. On the other hand, the development of DDS4D so far has focused on building an agile development platform for decision support and has not pursued the accuracy and validity of the analysis methods. Some disaster management personnel requested that the information be more persuasive and simpler to present to higher-level decision makers (e.g., prefectural governors). The future challenge is to improve the quality of analysis scenarios by introducing more accurate analysis methods and models with better explanatory power.
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